
K/1L Project-based learning Term 1  

Above is the project outline for K/1L’s Awesome Australian Animals project for term 1. Project-
based learning is a naturally cross-curricular pedagogy, however, each project usually focusses on 
a few central outcomes across the curriculum. Below are the focus outcomes for this project.!!
Science: !!
ST1-10LW - describes external features, changes in and growth of living things.!!
Students in K/1L will learn about a range of Australian animals, from birth to maturity through a 
range of visual, auditory, print and online texts in order to come to a group opinion, through 
collaboration and communication in small project groups, regarding ‘Which Australian animal is the 
best’.!!
English: !!
EN1-1A - communicates with a range of people in informal and guided activities 
demonstrating interaction skills and considers how own communication is adjusted in 
different situations!!
Students will be working in teams to research Australian animals (with assistance from  older peers 
in stage 1, 2 and 3) in order to answer their driving question. Their final product (paper slide video) 
is aimed at an audience of kindergarten students from Promise Road Elementary, a pilot PBL 
school in Indiana, America. Success in answering the DQ necessitates at least satisfactory 
mastery of the above outcome.!!

  Which Australian animal is the best?

Find 
What are some Australian animals? 
Which Australian animal do you like 
best? 
What does it look like? 
What does it do? 
Where does it live? 
What does it eat? 

Make 
Draw a picture of your animal. 
Write some sentences about it. 
Make a ‘paper slide’ movie! 

Show 
Post your movie to YouTube! 
Show your movie to others! 



!
EN1-3A - composes texts using letters of consistent size and slope and uses digital 
technologies!!
Revision and reflection is an essential element of project-based learning. Through research with 
older peers, students in K/1L answer the contributing questions, “What does it look like?”, “What 
does it do?”, “Where does it live?” and “What does it eat?” on teacher designed proformas over a 
series of research sessions spanning 3 weeks. Writing and spelling is assessed during this and 
research takes place via online, digital inquiry. The final product (paper slide video) is itself a text 
which requires the use of digital technologies. !!
EN1-4A - draws on an increasing range of skills and strategies to fluently read, view and 
comprehend a range of texts on less familiar topics in different media and technologies!!
As above, students will be assisted by both teacher and older peers to read through a range of 
texts to research Australian animals in order to answer their DQ.!!
EN1-9B - uses basic grammatical features, punctuation conventions and vocabulary 
appropriate to the type of text when responding to and composing texts!!
The questions, “What does it look like?”, “What does it do?”, “Where does it live?” and “What does 
it eat?” require sound knowledge of adjectives, verbs and nouns respectively. Understanding of 
how to use these features of language, as well as the meta-language around these linguistic 
features will be explicitly taught throughout the course of this project.!!!
Visual Arts:!!
VAS1.1 - makes artworks in a particular way about experiences of real and imaginary things. !!
To make their paper slide video students must create a selection of visual artworks based on the 
Australian animals they have researched.!!
VAS1.2 - uses the forms to make artworks according to varying requirements. !!
Students will be learning about a range of forms to support them in creating their artworks.!!
VAS1.3 - realises what artists do, who they are and what they make.!!
Students will discuss who artists are, what they do and what they make as they come to the 
decision as to how best to create their works.!!!
General Capabilities:!!
Literacy!
Personal and social capability!
Critical and creative thinking!
ICT capability!!!!!!!!



!!
Overview:!!

!!!!!!!!!

8 Essential Elements Learning Experiences

Driving Question Which Australian Animal is the Best?

Significant Content Science, English, Creative Arts.

Need to Know What does it look like?!
What does it do?!
What does it eat?!
Where does it live?

In-Depth Inquiry Questions above, research online and print texts 
with peers.

21st Century Skills Group work, collaboration with older peers, ICT.

Public Audience Kindergarten class from Promise Road 
Elementary

Voice and Choice Which Australian animal do you choose? Why? !
Decide yourself.

Revision and Reflection Regular class reviews of Australian Curriculum 
science, English and art content.

Week Learning Experiences

4 Hook lesson, begin inquiry.

5 Continue inquiry.

6 Continue inquiry.

7 Learn about and use adjectives.

8 Learn about and use verbs. Study and create 
abstract art. Learn about paper slide video 
format.

9 Learn about and use nouns. Study and create 
realist art. Begin paper slide video.

10 Continue paper slide video.

11 Finish and publish paper slide video.



Aboriginal Perspectives:!!
This project is naturally inclusive and considerate of Aboriginal perspectives, as there are many 
dreamtime stories concerning the weird, wonderful and unique characteristics of many of  the 
Australian native animals. Some of the texts that students will read and respond to over the course 
of this project include, but are not limited to:!!
How the Kangaroos got their tails - http://www.canleyvale.hs.education.nsw.gov.au/Faculties/
english/7ee/Bonnie.htm!!
Kangaroo Rock - http://www.blake.com.au/happy-to-be-me-Picture-Book-Kangaroo-Rock-p/
9781921367946.htm!!
Mirram the Kangaroo and Warreen the Wombat - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDJrnldb08o!!
Wayambeh the Turtle (on Dreamtime Stories YouTube playlist) - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=itszep0duwI!!!
Assessment:!!
Student writing and research is assessed via proforma, compiled online (Google presentation).!
Teamwork assessed via jointly constructed teamwork rubric, beginning week 9.!
Final product allows assessment of content mastery. !!


